
∙ juniper ∙
∙ coriander ∙

∙ cassia ∙
∙ orris root ∙
∙ angelica ∙
∙ liquorice ∙

∙ lemon ∙
∙ cinnamon ∙

∙ ginger ∙
∙ mint ∙

∙ orange ∙
∙ tarrgon ∙

 

∙ nutmeg ∙
∙ lime ∙

∙ elderflower ∙
∙ chamomile ∙
∙ cardamon ∙
∙ grapefruit ∙

∙ rose ∙
∙ hops ∙

∙ grains of paradise ∙
∙ hibiscus ∙

∙ cucumber ∙
∙ apples ∙

GinBillingshurst Road
Wisborough Green

West Sussex
RH14 0DX

www.thethreecrownsinn.com
 Freephone: 0333 7007 333
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LOCAL LIBATIONS

We’re really rather keen on all things local 
at the Three Crowns Inn…

The escalation of craft & artisan spirits in 
recent years has caused a stir through the 
wonderful world of gin and its really no 

surprise that this trend has stretched as far 
as West Sussex…

Always in support of local business we’ve 
discovered some local offerings that we’d 

certainly like to share with you!

Blackdown 25ml  £3.00
Sussex Dry Gin, Distilled in West Sussex

‘Full of flavour & slightly sweet’
Nestled in the foothills of Blackdown Hill the 
distillery is surrounded by 40 acres of silver birch 
trees and these were the inspiration of the first 
ever Sussex Dry Gin. Blackdown Artisan Spirits 
prides itself on using only natural botanicals, 
sourced solely from British suppliers. 

Blackdown is a small batch hand produced gin 
that uses Silver Birch sap as a unique natural 
botanical. This unique ingredient adds a softness 
to the gin making other botanicals sharper & 
more pronounced.
Best served: G&T with fresh orange & Fever 
Tree Mediterranean tonic.

TONICS & MIXERS

Fever Tree Tonics  £1.90
Producing a wide range of natural soft drinks 
and refreshing tonics, Fever Tree blend fabulous 
botanical oils with spring water & the highest 
quality quinine from the ‘fever trees’ of the East 
Congo. Designed to enhance the very best gins 
(or vodkas).

Indian Tonic Water

Naturally Light Tonic
The Worlds first all natural, lower calorie tonic 

water.

Mediterranean Tonic
Delicately flavoured with Mediterranean Lemon 

thyme & rosemary 

Elderflower Tonic
Subtly florally flavoured with Elder bush flowers 

from The Cotwolds.

Fentimans Tonics £1.70
Using a unique botanical brewing process 
Fentimans produce a range of soft drinks & 
mixers with the finest natural ingredients.

Tonic Water
The World’s first botanically brewed tonic water 

is made with a blend of herbal infusions & 
lemongrass extract.

Herbal Tonic
A delicate mixture of floral & herbal flavours 

with lime flower and juniper.

Why not try something different? 

We all know Gin & Tonic go together like 
Strawberries & Cream but we think these make 
a great alternative & create a twist to the Great 
British classic!

Try your favourite Gin with…

Cawstons Sparkling Rhubarb £2.75 
Fentimans Rose Lemonade £3.00
Fever Tree Ginger Ale £1.90
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Chilgrove 25ml  £3.70
Hand Crafted Dry Gin, Inspired by 
Chilgrove Village, Sussex

‘Sophisticated character, perfectly  
balanced elegant flavours’

Handcrafted using traditional methods & distilled 
with natural mineral water filtered through the 
chalk downs which surround Chilgrove. Using 
unusal botnaicals such as wild mint & grains of 
paradise gives Chilgrove its sophisticated modern 
flavours. Distilled from grapes this is a gin with a 
more refined & elegant style.
Best served: G&T with fresh mint.

Brighton Gin 25ml £4.30

‘Clear & bright in the glass, the subtle notes  
of juniper come to the fore’

Incredibly smooth, juniper and citrus led gin 
made in miniscule batches. Their distillery is 
situated in a little pub just outside the center of 
Brighton.  Other botanicals include angelica, lime 
& milk thistle making for a deeply refreshing gin.
Best served: G&T with fresh orange.

FURTHER AFIELD
With inspiration springing from all 

corners of the globe its no wonder artisan 
gins are popping up from all over the 

world.. 

An area we’d love to expand, here are our 
favourites so far…

Geranium, Denmark 25ml  £3.70

‘Smooth, well balanced & light’
A traditional London Dry made with Geranium 
oils. Smooth & well balanced with the delicate 
taste of juniper & a crisp rosy geranium aroma. 
Best served: G&T with Fentimans tonic & a 
grapefruit wedge.

Monkey 47, Germany 25ml  £6.20

‘Hibiscus & cardamom bursts  
through in the gin’ 

Created using a staggering 47 botanicals this is a 
complex & flavoursome gin. Monkey 47 contains 
a combination of classic spices such as ginger & 
cloves & botanicals found in the abundant Black 
Forrest. Unique ingredients included spruce 
shoots, hawthorn berries & lingon berries to 
name but a few. Lime is prevalent to taste, joined 
by herbal juniper, spruce & a hint of hibiscus. 
Best served: G&T with fresh lime.

Gin Mare, Spain 25ml  £4.50

‘Think of the taste of summer  
holidays in Spain’

An aromatic gin with influences which stem 
from countries right across the Mediterranean. 
Unusually savory but balanced. A unique blend 
of botanicals inclusing rosemary, basil, thyme 
and olive provide a creamy mouth feel with a 
backbone of juniper. 
Best served: G&T with Fevertree 
Mediterranean Tonic & fresh basil.
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GREAT BRITISH GINS 

6 O’Clock 25ml  £3.30

‘Clean, smooth & richly flavoured’
London style small batch gin, distilled using just 
7 botanicals. Smooth yet powerful in the mouth 
with depth of flavour and a bitter bite on the 
finish. Fresh citrus & floral hints of elderflower.
Best served: G&T with a lemon wedge. Or 
try it with the Fever Tree elderflower tonic and a 
wedge of lime. 

Whitley Neil 25ml  £3.10

‘Made in London, inspired by Africa’
A small batch gin that skillfully blends & balances 
rare African botanicals & unusual aromatics. 
Botanicals include cape gooseberries & baobab 
fruit. A lighter style gin with subdued juniper 
& citrus notes followed by a subtle spice &  
complex finish. 
Best served: G&T with fresh orange & cape 
gooseberries.

Tanqueray 25ml  £3.50

‘Smooth & well balanced with a crisp dry taste’
Based on a 180 year old recipe, Tanqueray is 
widely regarded as the benchmark gin. A blend 
of the purest triple distilled spirit & hand picked 
botanicals. The lack of citrus botanicals makes 
for a dryer gin distilled using just four botanicals: 
juniper, coriander, angelica & liquorice.
Best served: G&T with fresh lemon or the 
Fentimans Herbal Tonic & fresh lime.

Tanqueray 10 25ml  £5.60

‘Smooth & fresh tasting’
Tanqueray 10 uses whole citrus fruits during 
distillation offering a smoother finish than 
Tanquerays classic gin. A full bodied character 
with a citrus undertone & fresh flavour. A world 
renowned spirit & a favorite amongst bartenders. 
Best served: G&T with grapefruit.

William Chase 25ml  £3.50

‘Citrus notes & an ever present  
apple undertone’

Unusually William Chase gin is distilled using 
an apple base spirit created from fermented cider 
apples. Carefully blended with wild botanicals & 
naturally pure water this fruity base makes for a 
full bodied, sharp, yet fruity gin. 
Best served: G&T with an apple garnish.
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Martin Millers 25ml  £4.00

‘Soft & gentle taste’
Although distilled in the UK Martin Millers is 
a well travelled gin, every batch is transported to 
Iceland to be blended with the purest Icelandic 
spring water. The original cucumber gin full of 
citrus with a clean & soft taste. 
Best served: G&T with fresh black pepper 
& fresh strawberries when in season or with a 
wedge of fresh lemon. 

Hoxton 25ml  £3.90

‘So smooth you only need a slice of lemon’
A unique gin made with coconut & grapefruit 
botanicals. Heralsing from central London, 
Hoxton is known as an innovative spirit for those 
who want something different. 
Best served: Over ice with a lemon wedge or 
with cranberry juice or ginger ale. 

Adnams Copper House 25ml  £4.30

‘Hibiscus & cardamon bursts  
throughout the gin’

Made with a complex & powerful blend of 13 
botanicals Adnams delivers aromatic spices with 
juniper & hints of citrus. An oily mouth feel with 
distinctive hibiscus flavour.
Best served: G&T with muddled lime & tonic.

Portabello Road 25ml  £3.50

‘Well balanced & carefully crafted’
A fast growing favorite amongst spirit lovers. This 
traditional London Dry hits you with juniper 
before settling in with bitter citrus flavours and 
the delicate sweetness of liquorice. 
Best served: G&T with a wedge of pink 
grapefruit.

Plymouth 25ml  £3.50

‘Subtle yet full bodied flavour’
The only gin in the UK to have a Protected 
Geographical Indication identifying a Plymouth 
style. A higher proportion of root ingredients 
give the Plymouth gin a distinctive earthy aroma 
& a subtle full bodied flavour. 
Best served: Gimlet with chilled water, lime 
cordial & a wedge for garnish. 

Sipsmiths 25ml  £3.75

‘Dry, spicy & full of flavour’
Sipsmiths have spearheaded the escalation of 
craft gins & artisan spirits with uncompromising 
quality & meticulous research. Their London dry 
is a quintessential expression of a classic: bold, 
complex & aromatic. Floral on the nose & zesty 
on the palate. 
Best served: G&T with fresh lime.
We also have the Sipsmiths Sloe Gin.   25ml  £4.20
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King of Soho 25ml  £5.50

‘A modern classic, it is complex yet 
harmonious’

A London Dry Gin made using traditional 
methods & quadruple distilled. King of Soho 
sports a good all round nose with a clear, 
classically styled gin flavor. A juniper & coriander 
punchiness with a citrus & sharp peppery bite. 
Best served: Fresh lime & ginger beer.

No. 3 25ml  £3.80

‘Well balanced & carefully crafted’
Six perfectly balanced botanicals unashamedly 
celebrating the integrity & character of a 
traditional London Gin. The name No.3 refers to 
the address in St James Street, London. Lemony 
flavour with a spicey, slightly peppery finish.
Best served: G&T with a lemon wedge.

Ophir Gin 25ml  £3.80

‘Bursts of citrus balanced with the rich,  
earthy aromas of a soft spice’

The heritage of the ancient Spice Route, crafted 
with a selection of exotic hand-picked botanicals. 
Tastes of soft cracked balck pepper & spice with a 
nose of cumin & cardamom. 
Best served: G&T fresh ginger.

Edinburgh Gin 25ml  £3.40

‘A full juniper hit with heather  
notes following’

Delicately distilled with fresh juniper, coriander, 
citrus peel & orris root; heather & milk thistle are 
added for that extra piece of magic. Created in the 
heart of Edinburgh, the city flows right to the door. 
Best served: G&T with a slice of lemon.

Fifty Pounds 25ml  £3.90

‘Lemon & piney juniper coming to the fore’
A genuine small batch English gin with an 
exceptional smoothness. Named after the Gin Act 
levy of 1736, its original recipe remained hidden 
for generations. Bottled in a traditional style 
inspired by the first gin bottles.
Best served: G&T with lemon peel or as a  
bloody mary; a ‘red pounder’ with all the trimmings.

Hendricks 25ml  £4.00

‘Inspired by eating cucumber sandwiches  
in English gardens’

Unusually distilled in two separate stills 
Hendricks blends two gin bases & infuses the end 
product with cucumber & rose. A clean, floral & 
refreshing gin which is quintessentially British! 
Best served: G&T with cucumber slices.
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